
 

Team Meeting 10/15//2018

Coover 1324 

 

Type of meeting: Meeting with Client 

Note taker: Chufu Zhou 

 

 

Attendees: Whole team present 

Please read:  

Please bring: Laptop 

Minutes 
  Agenda item: Safety Moment Presenter: YJ  

Discussion: 

Walking on the ice, which is merely dangerous every time. And what we are suppose to do when we walk on 
ice, and how to identify the thickness or the ice strength. 
 

Agenda item: Voltage Drop Calculation Presenter: Kataji 

Discussion: 

The value of power per rack that we got from the template does not match the calculation from the array 
parameter tool, did we input the values wrong for vmp and imp? 
So we only use current parameter, to calculate the parameter in following chart  
 

 
 



With DCB whip wire referring, we use 500 to calculate the rack harness resistance. As following chart.

 

 
 

 
 
Based on NEC 310 Table 300.50 

 
 
Results from Voltage Drop Calculation sheet  



 
 

 
 
Action items Person responsible Deadline 
✓ Final plant layout 
✓ Voltage drop sheet 

Kat and Nur 
Cole 

10/15 
10/9 

 
 
Agenda item: Ground Coverage Ratio Presenter: Nur 

Discussion: 

Using the supplementary software provided, students design the layout and ground Coverage ratio by given  
Row space = height of rack + tan(tilt angle) = 13.65 ft 
Pitch = height of rack + row space 

GCR = height of rack/pitch = 0.52 

 



 

 
Single Array Layout: 8x22 Racks With 2 Removed, 1 Inverter, 22 CBs, ILR: 1.29 
 



 
Solar Plant Layout: 36 Arrays, 36 Inverters 
 
 
Conclusions: 
With so far given research, we designed above layout. 
 
 
Action items Person responsible Deadline 
✓ n/a 
 
 

 
 
Agenda item: Collector & Feeder Presenter: Ahmed & Tam 

Discussion: 

Students have research about collector and check how the collector work and how it display on AutoCAD, 
Collector Arrangement can collect the output from the inverters and transformers (inverter skid). Each inverter 
has a step-up transformer attached to it. It sum up all the skids output  and deliver it to the 3 bus feeder. 
Inverter skid details: Combiner box coming from the solar array, inverter DC to AC, an attached step-up 
transformer And about feeder, the Output of collector 

- Input to 34.5 kV bus. 



- 4 terminal collectors, each terminal has a 22kV surge arrester and a switch. 
- 3 inverter for each collector . 
- 3 feeders. 

 

 

 

 
Conclusions: 
Design our own collector and feeder by AutoCAD next time. 
 
 
Action items Person responsible Deadline     



✓ n/a 
 
 
 

     

   
    

Action Item List 

Item Description Date Added 
To Be 

Completed By Date Closed 

Scheduled 
Completion 

Date Notes 

Present the  circuit concept 
Do the initial layout of 

each circuit  
10/15 10/22   Nur and Katayi 

Feeder Basic drawing of feeder 10/15 10/22   Tam and YJ 

Collector 
Basic drawing of collector 

10/15 10/22   
Ahmed and 

Chufu 

      

      

      

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

 

 

 

 

Other Information 
Resources: 

http://www.sunmaxxsolar.com/laying-out-the-solar-array.php 
http://may1602.sd.ece.iastate.edu/uploads/6/2/1/4/62140729/design_document_may1602_v2_fi
nal1__2_.pdf  
https://sciencing.com/substation-basics-7376138.html 
Special notes: None 
 

http://www.sunmaxxsolar.com/laying-out-the-solar-array.php
http://may1602.sd.ece.iastate.edu/uploads/6/2/1/4/62140729/design_document_may1602_v2_final1__2_.pdf
http://may1602.sd.ece.iastate.edu/uploads/6/2/1/4/62140729/design_document_may1602_v2_final1__2_.pdf
https://sciencing.com/substation-basics-7376138.html

